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Regule was born in the year 2008 of the Tevinter Calendar, or 9:14 Dragon on the Chantry 
Calendar. The child of Altus Mage Valerius, Regule seemingly has great magical potential, though from
a young age their magical ability seems almost non-existent. Even tutoring by powerful mages fails to 
awaken their abilities. In desperation Regule's mother teaches them about both Blood Magic and Time 
Magic, but neither manage to finally make them reach their potential. A block even seems to be in place
to prevent Regule from entering The Fade. Ostracized from Tevinter Imperium society, Regule is only 
spared from a dire fate due to the social position of their family. Regule's experience makes them bitter,
though if that makes them emotional, determined or deflective (using humour) is up to the player.

After years of seeing the plight of slaves in Tevinter Regule decides to take action, either for 
noble reasons or out of spite for the society that shunned them. The first slave Regule saves is Silence, 
a Qunari mage who'd lost her tongue and horns for once questioning her owner, Lucia Vulvius. The two
form a sort of underground railroad, ferrying slaves from Tevinter through Arlathan Forest into Antiva. 
After having some small success, typically liberating groups of no more than six at a time, Regule 
encounters Lucia once more and, faced with the loss of his own life as well as that of Silence, finally 
awakens their magical abilities. If Regule is a Warrior or Rogue class these abilities simply compliment
their martial prowess, while if a Mage would unlock the spell tree in its entirety after being limited or 
blocked off. Regule in particular is able to use Time Magic, freezing time to both rescue Silence and 
capture Lucia.

Regule's new powers can make them arrogant, believing they're invincible; vengeful, desiring to
do more damage to the Imperium; or more of a hero, wanting to use their newfound abilities to help the
slaves of Tevinter. Regule can instigate a full-on slave uprising in 2039 TE (or 9:45 Dragon), getting 
help from the likes of the Antivan Crows, the Inquisition and Friends of Red Jenny. The Imperium had 
plans for a war with Nevarra, but the slave uprising ends up making them vulnerable, causing Regule to
be targeted. Regule themselves may also look to win over members of Tevinter society (such as Lucia),
or focus on recruiting as many slaves as possible. If Regule's arrogance takes hold they'll encounter a 
situation where they're not able to save everyone, possibly even leading to the death of a major ally 
(such as Silence), allowing for the character to learn humility. If Regule is vengeful an attempt at 
vengeance may lead to unnecessary losses of life, including a major ally once more. Even a heroic 
Regule will face a trial, as some slaves who are rescued may turn traitor or simple be nasty individuals, 
also threatening or taking the lives of major allies. A major point in Regule's journey will be a crisis of 
conscience, though player actions can help mitigate the exact nature of the loss that befalls Regule.

While the Dark Divine and Archon of Tevinter both end up being opponents to Regule their 
ultimate opponent will be their own father. Even if Regule is altruistic some part of their actions is a 
reaction to the treatment they received by their own family, and thus Regule must battle Valerius. The 
battle can be a war of words if Regule has shown unwavering determination, or else a battle of ability. 
With Valerius defeated Regule can choose to spare or kill their father, and beyond that can choose the 
fate of Tevinter as it has effectively crumbled in the face of the uprising and Regule's own forces. 
Whether Regule's changes are ultimately better or worse again depend on player choice, brought about 
through Regule and the convictions held.


